FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

MegaFont NOW: 7,500 professional fonts and webfonts
The ultimate font collection for Windows, Mac and Linux

October 28, 2019 – The German software developer SoftMaker, known for decades as a maker of highquality and inexpensive font packages, today released its font collection MegaFont NOW. It contains
7,500 premium fonts with superior display and print quality. The included fonts are not only suitable for
desktop publishing, but can also be used as unlimited webfonts for web design.

In brief:
The font collection MegaFont NOW is now available.
It contains 7,500 TrueType fonts with superior display and print quality.
Huge stylistic range: classic and modern text fonts, elegant script fonts, expressive headline fonts,
attention-grabbing decorative fonts and much more.
With complete character sets including accented characters and individually designed Euro symbols.
All fonts are also included as webfonts for use on websites.
Numerous fonts with Central European and Turkish characters and with extended OpenType layout
tables for sophisticated typesetting.
Not a subscription: Buy MegaFont once, use the fonts and webfonts permanently.
With the new MegaFont NOW font collection, SoftMaker affirms its reputation as a provider of high-quality
computer fonts. This new collection includes 7,500 professional-level TrueType fonts, including timeless
classics such as Garamond, Bodoni, Baskerville and Caslon. In addition, there are countless classic and
modern text and headline fonts from all ages, elegant script fonts and numerous attention-grabbing
decorative fonts – in short: a selection that delivers the right font for every design.
For the design of printed matter and PDFs, all 7,500 fonts in the package are available as TrueType fonts. For
use on websites, the collection contains the same 7,500 fonts as webfonts. In contrast to the webfonts of
many other manufacturers, SoftMaker makes these fonts available for an unlimited number of pageviews
without follow-up fees.
All fonts offer complete character sets with accented characters, as well as many Central European and
Turkish special characters. Design professionals will appreciate that numerous fonts have extended
OpenType layout tables for sophisticated typesetting. Windows users can also take advantage of the
included advanced font manager.
MegaFont NOW is available directly from the manufacturer for €/US$ 34.95 or £ 29.99 and licensed for up
to three computes.
Read more at:
https://www.softmaker.com/en/megafont

About SoftMaker
Since its foundation in 1987, SoftMaker has been developing office software: word processing (TextMaker),
spreadsheet (PlanMaker), presentation graphics (SoftMaker Presentations) and database software
(DataMaker). The “flagship” product SoftMaker Office is available for Windows, Mac, Linux and Google
Android. The prominent features of SoftMaker’s applications are: intuitivity and ease of use, extremely high
compatibility with the Microsoft Office file formats and the sheer speed of the programs – this, together
with attractive pricing, is an unbeatable combination. SoftMaker’s second office-productivity application is
FlexiPDF, a PDF editor that makes modifying PDF files as easy as working with a word processor. FlexiPDF
offers the full functional range of a high-end PDF editing solution, without the price tag. High-quality
computer typefaces are the third pillar of SoftMaker’s business. With the product lines MegaFont and
infiniType, home users and professional designers alike have affordable access to first-class typeface
libraries.
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